Connectivity converged at a glance
Enabling powerful digital transformation
and business resilience
At VCG, we believe connectivity is key to enabling powerful digital
transformation and business resilience.
Whether this means transforming and securing your network, or simply
knowing how connectivity can help accelerate the Cloud journey for
your business, we help you understand and solve growing challenges
and organisational milestones:

#Solvingtogether
• PSTN Migrations
• Network Security
• Single and multi-site connectivity
• Journey to the Cloud
• Distributed workforce challenges
• Support & network management

Your journey to the Cloud

Build a robust, modern, borderless network, and the most secure best-in-class
technology for productivity, on premise or in the Cloud. Our added service
value to standard connectivity solutions means application performance,
assurance and visibility are at the centre at your strategy

Connecting and securing
your distributed workforce

Access traditional fibre to the premise, radio or SD-WAN connectivity to suit
your growth and data management needs. We enable your teams to easily
move workloads to the Cloud, with connectivity add-ons and services
bringing all control and monitoring in just one dashboard.

Unrivalled support
and managed services

Become more resilient with 24 x 7 network monitoring, vendor management
and visibility of events. Taking on as much as your teams need to ensure
connectivity without compromise.

Our approach
We help you balance and simplify connectivity options and access to the Cloud, with integrated connectivity solutions,
cloud-based services, security and observability options so you can manage, connect or control everything in just a few clicks.
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Our connectivity portfolio
Services

• Consultancy and advisory
• Managed Services • Professional Services
• Cloud adoption and optimisation • Technology impact assessments
• IT Roadmaps

Solutions

• Dedicated Leased Lines
• Multi-site connectivity
• Business broadband 4G, 5G

Operating
model

• Managed Services

• SD-WAN
• WAN
• LAN & WiFi

• Cloud connectivity
• Datacentre connectivity
• Dark Fibre connectivity

• Lifecycle Services

• Transformation projects

Partners
Cyber Security | Data centre & Cloud | UC & Collaboration
Trusted technical advisors | Professional Services | Project management
VCG Care & Managed IT Support Services

A dynamic technology lifecycle and IT
milestones can help indicate what areas
of your existing setup need to be assessed

Getting consultancy and advisory capability
on board, whether that’s internally or via
technology transformation specialists, will
most certainly facilitate the right choice of
technology, vendor management, and
services that will immediately reduce the
total cost of ownership TCO

View case study

View case study

Why VCG?
Our vision is to help organisations thrive by simplifying technology choices, transformation
journeys, and digital resilience. We aim to support you in your next stage of growth, next
marketplace, or IT challenge with solutions and services that help optimise your business.
We create and support a more connected workplace and a seamless interaction with your
business-critical applications, on premise or in the Cloud.

• Technology transformation partner
• Dedicated support and Managed Services

• Cost and operational efficiency driver
• Trusted advisor and end-to-end partner

Connect and converge today
email sales@vcg.group
call +44 (0)161 406 1820

visit vcg.group

